In (3, §2), the writer and F. E. Browder stated briefly, without proof, some results concerning general distribution kernels. It is our aim here to prove and complete those results.
In (3, §2), the writer and F. E. Browder stated briefly, without proof, some results concerning general distribution kernels. It is our aim here to prove and complete those results.
The terminology and notations are introduced in §1. In §2 we define the notion of domain of dependence with respect to the kernel K x , v (Definition 1) as well as the notion of smoothness of a distribution kernel at a point (Definition 2). Theorem 1 states that the set of points, where the distribution kernel is smooth, is open and the kernel is a smooth function in this set. Theorems 2 and 3 are the converse of Theorem 1.
In §3 we extend Schwartz's results on very regular kernels (differentiable in our terminology) and our own results on analytic kernels (1) .
Throughout this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case of distribution kernels defined on Euclidean spaces. Our results are still valid for kernels defined on paracompact real analytic manifolds.
1. Let K n (R m ) denote the Euclidean space of n (of m) dimensions. We shall indicate by x (by y) an element of R n (of R w ). £) x or 2D(R n ) will denote the space of C°° functions with compact support in K n equipped with the inductive limit topology and 3)'* or J)'(R W ) will denote its dual, the space of distributions in R We shall consider distribution kernels in the sense of Schwartz (6) K x , y 6 3)'(R n X R w ) and we shall make use of the following definitions and properties (6) and also (1) . A kernel K XtV is said to be semi-regular in y if the natural map L K \ 2) y -> 35'* associated with it (6) can be extended continuously to (S'y; it is semi-regular in x if the transpose '1^:3)* -» 3)'^ of L A -can be extended continuously to a mapping of S'* into 35V We shall say that K XiV is regular if it is semi-regular in # and in y. The space of kernels that are semiregular in y is given by the topological tensor product 35'* ® @ y , while the space of those semi-regular in x is given by Ç£ x ® 35' y (1).
As in (3) we introduce the following DEFINITION 
A
similar definition can be given for a domain B of differentiable (analytic) dependence for x ( E R n . (Differentiable always means C oe , while analytic means real analytic})
Clearly, if A is a domain of dependence for y, then every A' Z) .4 is a domain of dependence for y. Also, if A is a domain of dependence for y and V is the open neighbourhood of y associated with A, by Definition 1, then A is a domain of dependence for each y' Ç V. Furthermore, if A is open, it suffices in conditions (i) and (ii) to consider those compactly supported distributions that are differentiable (analytic) in A.
As an example, if n = m and K XtV is a regular kernel differentiable outside the diagonal of R n X R n , then any closed or open neighbourhood of y is a domain of differentiable dependence for y (6 
L K e 8(<g'(JO, ®(£/)) = W) ® ®(10 = <£(£/ X F).

Consequently, i£^ G @(c7 X F). 77&e analytic case. Proceeding as in the differentiable case, we obtain that L K maps ( §'(F) continuously into %{U) and that
[ L K maps ©'(£/) continuously into 31(F)-The first conclusion yields K XtV e a(c/) ê g(F), while the second yields
K XtV e <£(u) ® a(7)
(1, Theorem 1). From here, using Browder's result (4), we obtain K X , V e a(t/x F). This completes our proof.
In the differentiable case, the following converse of Theorem 1 holds. THEOREM 
Suppose that K XtV is a regular kernel that is differentiable in an open set R (ZR n X R w . Then, each (x, y) £ R verifies the conditions of Definition 2.
Proof. Let (x, y) 6 R, U and F be two relatively compact open neighbourhoods of x and y respectively, such that U X V Q R. Let i£i (K 2 ) be a compact neighbourhood of x (of y) contained in U (in F). Let 12i (Î2 2 ) be the complement of K\ (of i£ 2 ). To conclude the theorem, it suffices to show that 121 (Î2 2 ) is a domain of differentiable dependence for y (for x). We shall prove it for Oi, the proof being the same for OE 2 .
Since K 2tU is regular, it suffices to prove condition (ii) of Definition 1. Let T G g'(R re ) be differentiate in Ûi. Let a G $)(£/) be equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of X and write T = «r+ ( 1 -a) 
7\
Because ar G @' (U) and, by assumption, K XfV £ (U X F), it follows that l L K (aT) G ®(F). On the other hand, from our hypothesis on J 1 and our choice of a, (1 -a) T G S)(S2i). Since JK^,,, is regular, then
In the analytic case, the analogue of Theorem 2 is not true, in general. The type of difficulties encountered are the same as those appearing in our study of analytic kernels (1, p. 437, Theorem 3 and Corollary).
Consider the following hypothesis :
relatively compact open neighbourhood of x, V relatively compact open neighbourhood of y such that U X V C R, then any compact contained in U (in V) is a domain of analytic dependence for y (for x).
Under this hypothesis the conclusion of Theorem 2 (differentiability being replaced by analyticity) holds.
In fact, proceeding in the same way as in the previous proof, we obtain aT G g'(t/) and (1 -a) (F) (1, p. 437, Theorem 3) . On the other hand, (1 -a) T is equal to zero in a neighbourhood of K\ which is a domain of analytic dependence for y. There exists, then, an open V containing y such that 'Z* ((l -a)T) G W).
It follows that l L K (T) G Ï(7H V).
We summarize these results in the following THEOREM 
Suppose that K X)V is a regular kernel analytic in an open set i?CR B X R m and suppose that (H) holds. Then, each (x, y) G R satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.
We remark that Condition (H) is verified, for example, if K XtV is a composition kernel in K n X R w , analytic outside the diagonal (7 and also 2).
3. In this section we shall extend Schwartz's results, which characterize kernels defined on R n X R w and differentiate off the diagonal, as well as the results of (1) concerning analytic kernels.
The following theorem gives us a sufficient condition in order that the complement of a compact be a domain of dependence for a given y. ) and is differentiable (analytic) on 12, by taking a G £)(£/) equal to 1 on K and by decomposing T, the proof will follow as in Theorems 2 and 3.
For regular kernels defined on R w X R w and differentiable off the diagonal, the following property is well known: 
Proof. Theorem 5 is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.
Suppose K x , y is a regular kernel in R w X R w satisfying the property: Proof. According to Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that K XtV is differentiably (is analytically) smooth at each (x, y) G i?. We choose K\ and K^ to be two compact neighbourhoods of x and y respectively and we choose L\ and L 2 two relatively compact open neighbourhoods of K\ and K 2 , respectively, such that Li X 1/2 C R. Then, by Theorem 4, 12i = C K\ is a differentiable (an analytic) domain of dependence for y not intersecting a neighbourhood of x, while 12 2 = C K 2 is a differentiable (an analytic) domain of dependence for x not intersecting a neighbourhood of y. Our conclusion follows from Theorem 1.
